
Funeral Flowers Information 

Homestead Flowers 

 

Funeral Sheaf 

A flat backed bouquet, that either sits on the coffin or 

can be left at a graveside. An informal arrangement of 

the best seasonal flowers and I can usually colour theme 

to your choice. 

60/70cm/2ft £85 

100cm/3ft  £125 

80cm/2.5ft Can be taken apart into two bouquets after 

the wake £150 

 

 

 

Funeral Posies and bouquets 

Arrangements for friends and family to give, and can be created in any size to suit your budget. Most 

times of the year I can make in specific colour choices and if there are special flower requests I will 

do my very best to help. Wrapped in moss and hessian for freshness. 

From £40 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Casket Spray 

A double ended oval shaped arrangement that is placed on the coffin. A mix of foliage and flowers, 

with a slightly different look and feel throughout the seasons. The bespoke one pictured below 

contained an over abundance of flowers, fruit and vegetables some from the deceased’s garden, at 

the family’s request.  

 

100cm/3ft £225  

140cm/4.5ft £300  

Bespoke from  £350 

 

 

 

Casket Spray (one that can be taken apart into several bunches after the wake) 

100cm/3ft £260 

140cm/4.5ft £350 

 

 

 

 

Mossed Wreath 

Made on fresh willow grown here, a mix of foliage and flowers. Can be created using everlasting 

flowers if you would like to keep it as a lasting reminder.  

 

45cm wreath  £95 

60cm wreath £125 

*larger bespoke wreaths can 

be made, please enquire for 

details.  

 

 

 

 



50cm Living wreath   £150  

 

This contains small plants wound around a mossed willow 

wreath that can be removed after the wake and planted at 

home afterwards. 

 

 

 

 

Flower arrangements for the Wake 

Any size flower arrangements can be made, from clusters of informal jam jars to 

larger more formal vase arrangements, please email me for further information 

and to discuss your ideas. I can provide vessels that can be kept afterwards 

enabling you to give your flowers to friends and family after the wake and I can 

also set up venues ready for your arrival.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further details 

All my arrangements are made strictly without floral foam/oasis and can be made 100% 

compostable, suitable for Green Burial sites.   

I will personally liaise with and deliver all arrangements to the appropriate undertaker.  For smaller 

items you are more than welcome to pick up from my house GU3 3EX at a time convenient to you. 

Deliveries up to 3 miles £6.75 Deliveries up to 5 miles £15.00 

To order any of the above, please email me or call me to discuss and I will generate a payment 

invoice with bank details etc. Payment needs to be received within one week of the date of the 

funeral please.  


